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Active learning. Active learning
is the introduction of activities to
encourage students to create
something -- and to think about
what they are creating -- rather
than just passively listening to a
lecture. Educational researchers
call this a "constructivist versus
an exposition-centered method."
Or simply: ask, don't tell. – jsu

– jsu

– jsu

[1]

Active learning works. A recent
metaanalysis of 225 studies
concluded that failure rates were
reduced from 34% to 22%, and
that this effect was significant
across eight STEM disciplines. –
jsu

Active learning decreases failure rates across eight STEM disciplines
(more examples needed in computer science and geology though!) –
jsu

Students are less likely to fail a class when active learning methods
are used. – jsu

1. Break up the lecture
Students have a limited
attention span. Studies testing
recall of materials presented
during traditional lectures
indicate that students can only
maintain focus for 10 to 18
minutes. After that, they need a 5
minute break to refocus and
restart the clock.
Students remember 70% of
information presented in the first
10 minutes of a lecture, but only
20% of information presented in
the last 10 minutes. – jsu

[1]

A popular article by Khan (of Khan Academy) on the ineffectiveness
of traditional lectures. – jsu
Pauses during lecture. In one
study, a professor took a 45
minute lecture, and inserted three
2 minute breaks where students
paired up and clarified their
notes.
This simple activity led to
dramatic improvements in shortterm and long-term retention of
class materials. – jsu

[2]

– jsu
Without pauses during lecture, students scored an average of 81% on a
final exam. After pauses were introduced, what do you think they
scored? – jsu
A. 81%
B. 85%
C. 89%
D. 95%

→ Answer: (C)
Focusing on core concepts. A
common objection to introducing
pauses into lectures, or
integrating even more complex
activities, is that less time
becomes available to cover
course content.
One way to alleviate this issue is
to think carefully what core
concepts are critical for students
to take away, and to leave
prerequisite or supplemental
material as separate items for
students to explore on their own.
– jsu
[1] http://ideas.time.com/2012/10/02/why-lectures-are-ineffective/
[2] http://www.utdallas.edu/~bunte/resources/Ruhl_1987_.pdf
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2. Have students participate
Promoting student
engagement. It's not enough for
students to do something -- they
need to do something which
causes them to think about what
they are doing.
This broad idea of activating
higher level thought is termed
student engagement. – jsu
Clickers!. Asking students to
anonymously respond to a short
closed-ended question is a great
way of assessing where the class
is at, and more importantly, of
encouraging students to think
about the material in an active
way.
Make sure to keep the questions
simple, and leave enough time to
answer them (15-20 seconds for
small classes, 30 seconds for
larger ones). Also, don't overuse
them! – jsu

[1]

Clickers.pdf Sep 25, 2014, 10:35:15 AM – jsu

example
Clickers are a (good/bad) way to assess student understanding. Just
make sure to make the questions (simple/complex), and give the
students (a little/a lot of) time to answer them. – jsu
→ Answer: good, simple, a lot of.
Solicit responses to open-ended
questions. Have students answer
open-ended questions in writing.
This is a core active learning
strategy with many variants -- the
activity can be done before,

during, or after class, and can be
done individually or with
partners. – jsu

At the start of class. This is called an entry ticket. Example:
"Based on the readings for your class today, what is your
understanding of _______?" – jsu
In the middle of class. This is called a one-minute paper, and is just a
response to any sort of written prompt.
The term itself is a bit optimistic -- it will usually take 2-3 minutes to
complete, with 10 minutes total allocated for collection and review. –
jsu

[2]

FYC2.pdf Sep 25, 2014, 1:15:27 PM – jsu

basic

[3]

Some Basic Active Learning Strategies.pdf Sep 25, 2014, 1:16:21 PM
– jsu

basic

[4]

Active Learning Continuum.pdf Sep 25, 2014, 1:14:54 PM – jsu
At the end of class. This is called an exit ticket. Examples:
What questions do you still have?
What is the muddiest point? (concept you are having the most difficult
with still?) – jsu

basic

[5]

Activities.pdf Sep 25, 2014, 1:00:09 PM – jsu

question
Question. What point are you most confused by so far? – jsu
Give students small problems
to solve. This is a more advanced
technique -- just give students a
small problem to solve during
class time, then go over some
representative responses.
As you can imagine, there is
considerable variation in how

this is implemented. One key
finding: cooperative groupings
help, but students must be
directed by someone who knows
what they are doing. – jsu
[1]
http://media.skieslearn.com/eb98baa1601acea42558d4316e645c89.pdf
[2]
http://media.skieslearn.com/3d81f2be440fb8ae4d03d4904f2f5d5b.pdf
[3]
http://media.skieslearn.com/f77944efa2df693ab34c05600960ab77.pdf
[4]
http://media.skieslearn.com/ed4b1f9436e5f171cdf3c36bfb5f1b1b.pdf
[5]
http://media.skieslearn.com/eafec387b35ec51f19f5d2d08063c84d.pdf
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3. Encourage collaboration
Collaboration helps. A
particularly durable finding is
that collaboration -- students
working together directly -- and
cooperation -- students working
toward a common goal -improves academic achievement,
as well as student attitudes
toward learning. – jsu

[1]

Prince_AL.pdf Sep 25, 2014, 12:59:14 PM – jsu

Cooperative learning helps with solving problems as well. – jsu

Effects of collaborative vs. individualistic learning – jsu
Think-pair-share. This means
turning to your neighbor and
discussing your thoughts with
him/her before answering an
open-ended prompt. – jsu

Putting the pieces together.
Another effective strategy is
called the jigsaw approach. Here
the problem is divided into many
pieces, and every students or
group of students works on a

separate piece of the problem.
In a math class, students might
solve an integral together, one
person applying the product rule,
and another the chain rule. In an
English class, students might
write stories together. – jsu

Job Summary. Are you sick of
eating food? Do you believe
eating is overrated and too
mainstream? Do you want to be
an independent symbiotic
organism who doesn't need
people to grow food for you? Do
you ever just want to stand
around and eat without doing
anything? Then become a test
subject of our new symbiotic
plant project "Flower Power"!
All your food problems shall
disappear in an instant. Just add
water and you're good to go! –
rickyz
Once upon a time... There is a
parrot..who likes to imitate
everything his owner says. All
his previous owners find him
annoying, so he has been
abandoned 21 times until he met
Larry, a little boy. – lily0522
[1]
http://media.skieslearn.com/560a87756fb14110eed28cc0f89e2115.pdf
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